Helpfulness and Cooperation

Pavni Patel Std.-2B
This little child helped her classmate Kunj Patel, to complete his note books in all the
subjects.

Vainavi Bhavsar Std.-2C
A very helpful girl Vainavi, is always ready to give her note books to others whose books
are incomplete or if they are absent.

Ishika Chaurasia Std.-2C
She possesses an extremely helpful nature. Her eagerness to help slow learners to
complete their work by sitting next to them is admirable.

Mayank Prajapati Std.-4B
A teacher was operated lately. Mayank made it a point to bring food for her from the
dining hall daily without fail. His helpful and caring nature is creditable.

Neev Bhatt Std.-6A
This child gladly guided new students whenever they needed help.

Priyanshi Maurya Std.-6A
A student in the class was not well and vomiting. Without hesitating Priyanshi helped that
child and made her feel comfortable.

Raj Davande Std.-12 Sci
He willingly brings coloured printouts for his teacher when needed.

Vasudev Dabhi Std.-12 Com

Devansh Soni Std.-12 Com

Vanrajsinh Rathod Std.-12 Com

Dhairya Shah Std.-12 Com

Dhruvi Patel Std.-12 Com

Dev Patel Std.-12 Com

Harshau Patel Std.-12 Com

Hetkumar Patel Std.-12 Com

Rishabh Patel Std.-12 Com

Neel Kotadia Std.-12 Sci

Prabal Chaudhary Std.-12 Sci

Manan Patel Std.-12 Sci

Hridyansh Brahmbhatt Std.-12 Sci

Nishant Patel Std.-9B
Prem Patel Std.-9B
These students helped Sunil Sir to make new track lines behind the Sports room.

Dhanvi Patel Std.-12 Sci
She arranged a field trip to her factory (Ayurvedic drugs). It was really educational for all
the students to understand how medicines work in our body.

Imbibing the spirit of cleanliness

Rudra Pratap Singh Parihar Std.-2A
Saanchi Patel Std.-2A
These little kids collected plastic bags and papers from outside their class and put it in the
dust bin.

Het Gaganbhai Dabhi Std.-2B
He takes great care to keep the class clean. He also makes it a point to switch off lights and
fans if they are left on.

Navya Saran Std.-4A
Yashvi Patel Std.-4A
Before leaving the class these two kids clean the class and arrange all the chairs.
These little kids really need to be appreciated.

Integrity and Honesty

Dhyani Goti Std.-5B
In the Zero period Dhyani had to complete some work and her pouch was lost. She took
pens from her friends pouch. After using the pens she kept them back with a note to that
student stating that she had used the pens. Her integrity and honesty is worthy of praise.

Saloni Amin Std.-10A
After Periodic 1 papers were shown to the students there was a lot of discontent in the
class due to less marks which they got. The students began giving excuses that they did
not understand what was taught in class. Listening to the discussion of the students after
class, Saloni who is the class representative went to the teacher and confessed that the
reason for them getting less marks was that they had not studied. Her truthfulness and
honesty is appreciated.

Concern and Consideration

Khushi A. Patel Std.-5B
She informed the students about the earthworms near the dining hall and monitored
them to see that no one stamped the worms.

Vaidehi Panjabi Std.-6A
She is very attentive and concerned about academics and updates teachers with what had
been done in the previous session.

Self Discipline and Responsibility

Std.-2B
The whole class was returning from their dance class. Though there was no teacher with
them they were silently moving in a line. Their Self discipline and responsibility towards
the school policy is appreciated.

Varun Lohana Std.-7B

Shubham Patel Std.-7A

Jalaj Bhadouria Std.-7B

Laksh Shukla Std.-7A

Jeel Radadiya Std.-7A

Het Patel Std.-7A

Het Bhanderi Std.-7A

Megh Patel Std.-7A

Prince Sathawara Std.-7A

Kirtesh Suthar Std.-7A
Std-7 had Vandana project in April. Though all the students participated enthusiastically
few of them went an extra mile to make the event successful.
Varun Lohana, Shubham Patel, Jalaj Bhadouria and Laksh Shukla took up the initiative of
going to shops bargaining and purchasing things at reasonable rates for the kits to be
given to the old people.
Jeel Radadiya, Het Patel, Het Bhanderi, Megh Patel, Prince Sathawara and Kirtesh Suthar
carried the speakers and music equipment to and fro even though it was very hot and
they were in a mass of sweat they made sure that they took care of everything. Kirtesh
being a new student was very helpful. Their readiness and willingness to lend a helping
hand is praiseworthy.

Adaptive and Diligent

Kaveri Kothiya Std.-12 Com
Though she has come from Dubai this year, she has never made other students realize it.
She has mingled well with all the students She has also been very punctual in completing
all her work. We welcome her to Visma Family.

Kushi S. Patel Std.-11 ScI
She collected earthworms from the school garden to show it to her peers so that they
were able to study it in an easier way.

